This evidence also shows that these elements have been active in DNA-mediated transposition at some point in the mammalian lineage. Therefore, it appears that the process of DNA-mediated transposition has occurred in mammalian cells and that its maximal cis-requirements are contained in the 80 bp consensus sequence of the human inverted-repeat SINE family.
The mobile genetic elements of eukaryotes can be divided into two major classes based on their mode of transposition (reviewed by Finnegan, 1992) . Class II transposable elements move directly by a mechanism involving the cutting and joining of DNA, whereas class I elements produce an RNA intermediate and move via processes involving reverse transcription, termed retrotransposition or retroposition. Many groups of organisms possess mobile elements of both classes; for example, plants (reviewed by Flavell et al., 1994) . and Drosophila (reviewed in Berg & Howe, 1989) . However, only retrotransposing elements have so far been described in mammalian genomes. We have now found evidence in sequence databases that the human genome contains two families of mobile elements with the sequence organisation of class II transposons, and this clearly predicts that some human repetitive elements must have spread by direct DNA to DNA transposition. The evidence also suggests that active transposition of these elements has occurred since the mammalian radiation.
Elements related to the mariner transposon of Drosophila mauritiana are widely distributed among invertebrates (Robertson, 1993) and they exhibit the features diagnostic of the simplest forms of autonomous transposable element in eukaryotes. These features are: (1) the possession of a single, intron-less open reading frame encoding the transposase responsible for mediating transposition, (2) two short inverted-repeat sequences, or terminal inverted repeats (TIRs) flanking the reading frame. In addition, mariner and mariner-like elements (MLEs) are flanked on both sides by the dinucleotide TA. Recent experiments with the allied Abbreviations used: LTR, long terminal repeat; MLE, mariner-like element; NCBI, National Center for Biotechnology Information; SINEs, short interspersed repetitive elements; TIR, terminal inverted repeat; L1P, primate-restricted L1 elements; L1M, mammalian-wide L1 elements; IRBP, interphotoreceptor retinoid-binding protein; Mrs, mariner-related SINE.
group of Tc transposons have shown this to be due to duplication of the TA target site during element integration.
In the course of our studies of the relationships between repetitive sequences and transposons in amphibian genomes (Ü nsal & Morgan, 1995; G. T. Morgan, unpublished results) , the National Center for Biotechnology Information (NCBI) TBLASTN programme was used to search sequence databases for the transposases encoded by several invertebrate MLEs. These searches identified a full-length example of an MLE in the human T-cell receptor beta locus (tcrbMLE; Figure 1(a) ). BLASTN searches with the putative, non-functional reading frame derived from this human MLE identified 22 further examples of the sequence, although these copies were not full-length and all but one (GenBank accession U07562) were obtained from expressed sequence tags. We then used a multiple alignment of human MLE sequences to reconstruct the possible amino acid sequence of the human transposase ( Figure 2 ). In TBLASTN and BLASTP searches against current (May 30 1995) databases, this 340 residue sequence produced significant (P < e − 25) matches with more than a hundred other transposases or putative transposases; the highest overall similarity (P = 2.9e − 118; 165 identical amino acids) is to the transposase of an MLE from a flatworm, Dugesia tigrina (PIR accession S35068), although the product of the partial mariner transposase gene isolated from a beetle, Carpelimus (GenBank accession U04455), shares 78% amino acid identity with the predicted human protein across 150 residues ( Figure 2 ).
The tcrbMLE is flanked by TA target site duplications and 31 or 32 bp TIRs; after discounting an interrupting long terminal repeat (LTR) sequence (Figure 1(a) ), the entire element measures 1281 bp in length. Single examples of the TIR sequence also flank five of the partial, ORF-containing sequences and the consensus constructed from these examples (Figure 1(b) ) is most similar to the TIRs of an MLE from Caenorhabditis elegans. Surprisingly, when the consensus TIR of human MLEs was used in BLASTN searches, it was also found in over 40 human entries which do not contain the transposase reading frame. These occurrences are due to the existence of a second type of transposable element in the human genome that is formally a novel short interspersed repetitive element (SINE).
Elements of this mariner-related SINE family (Mrs) occur in two forms at about equal frequency. In what appears to be the complete form (Figure 3) , the consensus Mrs element is 80 bp long, is flanked by TA duplications, and comprises two perfect TIRs of 37 bp separated by just six unique bps; the first 32 bp of the Mrs TIR has only one mismatch with the consensus TIR of human MLEs. Complete Mrs elements are remarkably similar in size and sequence and therefore seem to represent a homogeneous family arising from the proliferation of related sequences, rather than a collection of MLEs that underwent independent internal deletions once integrated into the genome. Since the transposases of the Tc/mariner superfamily have been shown to bind to conserved TIR sequences Vos & Plasterk, 1994) , the correspondence between the TIR sequences of human MLEs and those of Mrs elements suggests that the latter are non-autonomous relatives of the full-size transposons which are dependent on MLE-encoded transposase for mobility. The existence of functional and/or evolutionary relationships between transposable elements and families of inverted-repeat SINEs has been noted previously in other genomes, for example, that of Xenopus (Ü nsal & Morgan, 1995) . However, the human MLE/Mrs pairing reveals the most extensive and obvious sequence relatedness between a transposon family and an inverted-repeat SINE family that has been recognised to date. Comparison of putative transposases encoded by MLEs. The top line of each group shows the conceptual translation product of the reconstructed reading frame of human MLE transposase. The reading frame was predicted from an alignment of human MLE sequences generated initially by Clustal V (Higgins et al., 1992) and then adjusted manually, including taking account of methylated CpG hypermutability. Other lines show the putative transposases of MLEs from the following invertebrates: Carpelimus (GenBank acccession U04455; partial sequence), D. tigrina (Pir S35068) and C. elegans (GenBank Z37092_8). Residues in the aligned sequences that are the same as in the human MLE are shown by letters and those that differ are represented by dots. The coordinates of the rightmost residues are given at the ends of the lines and gaps introduced to maximise the alignment are shown by dashes.
The accession numbers of sequences contributing to the human consensus are as follows: L36092, U07562, R09591, Z44695, T35429, T64992, T84599, M7891l, T16164, R38169, R36390 T66522, R15896, T99779, R12162, R32196, T74288, F12491, R19145, X07419 and R09494.
Mrs elements are also present in an incomplete form in which all or most of a TIR is apparently missing, so that the elements appear as ''solo'' TIRs.
The existence of partial elements and incomplete TIRs is also common in a number of families of inverted-repeat SINEs in Xenopus (Ü nsal & Morgan, (Higgins et al., 1992) . Numbers at the ends of the lines give the database coordinates of the rightmost nucleotides of each sequence. The consensus sequence, derived as a simple majority, is presented as the top line and identical nucleotides in the aligned sequences are shown as dots. Otherwise, nucleotides differing from the consensus are shown as letters, dashes denote gaps, blank spaces denote the absence of significant similarity or sequence information, and numerals represent an increased number of nucleotides at a site as a result of insertions. The two 37 bp TIRs flanked by TA target site duplications are indicated in the consensus by arrowed overlines and the unique central six bps are underlined. 1995). At least two causes of partial Mrs elements can be envisaged; first, a failure to complete the insertion process fully or to repair completely the gaps left by newly-excised elements, and secondly, the interruption of TIRs caused by the subsequent insertion of other transposons and retroposons. Examples of the latter are the Mrs elements in L18140 and D16362, into which have been inserted an Alu repeat and an as yet unclassified repetitive element, respectively.
In addition to the circumstantial evidence provided by their dispersed distribution and by their resemblance in sequence and organisation to bona fide transposable elements, direct evidence that the MLE and Mrs families represent mobile genetic elements is provided by the fact that the tcrbMLE (Figure 1(a) ) and the Mrs in D29042 have inserted into LINEs of the L1 family. Evidence for mobility is also provided by two other Mrs elements, one present in the 5' flanking region of the human prolactin gene and the other in intron 1 of the human IRBP gene. Sequence alignment (Figure 4 ) of the orthologous loci demonstrates that these sites are unoccupied by Mrs elements in cattle, presumably as a result of their integration into, or excision from, human and cattle genomes, respectively.
We do not know if MLEs and Mrs elements in the human genome are relics of past transpositional activity or whether they are still mobile. One indicator of the time span during which they have been active is provided by the observation that the internally-deleted Mrs element in the human IRBP gene (Figure 4(b) ) is also present at the orthologous site in 21 New World monkeys (U18601 to U18607; U18609; U18611 to U18615; U18617; U18619; U19748 to U19753). This suggests that the Mrs element inserted into the IRBP locus at least 40 million years ago. However, it also follows that Mrs elements have been mobile since the diver-gence of cattle and primates about 75 million years ago because, as shown in Figure 4 , these elements are specifically absent from orthologous cattle loci. It also seems that MLEs have been active in mammals, because the L1 element disrupted by integration of the tcrb MLE (Figure 1 ) exhibits most of the nucleotide changes in ORF2 that distinguish the primate-restricted L1 (L1P) elements from the mammalian-wide L1 (L1M) elements (consensi in Smit et al., 1995) .
The above evidence for the transpositional activity of MLE and Mrs elements over similar time spans is consistent with, although not proof of, the dependence of non-autonomous SINEs on autonomous transposons for mobility. More importantly, these considerations also clearly argue that the process of DNA mediated transposition is not inimical to mammalian cells. Previously, the apparent absence from mammalian genomes of repetitive elements generated by DNA-mediated transposition, rather than by retrotransposition, might have been ascribed to an absolute incapacity of mammalian cells to carry out the former process. The relatively small numbers of MLE and Mrs sequences in human database sequences do suggest that the DNA-mediated process has been much less active than retrotransposition in generating repetitive DNA in mammals. (On the basis of the number of GenBank database entries that contain members of the dominant human retrotransposon family, L1 (Smit et al., 1995) , we estimate that there are only about 100 to 300 human MLEs per genome. Similarly, reference to the frequency with which members of the retroposing SINE families Alu and MIR occur in database searches carried out in parallel with those for Mrs elements, leads to an estimate of between 1000 and 5000 of these invertedrepeat SINEs per human genome). The occurrence and movement of class II transposable elements at low frequencies in mammals therefore poses the question as to what factors tip the balance of transposition towards retrotransposition in mammalian genomes but towards DNA-mediated mechanisms in other groups, such as amphibians?
It would be of interest to determine whether the inert or under-used capacity of mammalian cells to carry out DNA-mediated transposition could be activated by the provision in trans of functional mariner-type transposase. The extremely simple structure of Mrs elements is particularly significant in this regard. Since these elements have multiplied and dispersed to form a discrete SINE family, the size, organisation and sequence of the Mrs consensus would appear to define the maximal cis-requirements for DNA-mediated transposition in mammalian cells.
